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Summary 
 

 The S&P500 index  has a doji (evening star) candle pattern on the monthly chart, which 
suggests both a short-term and an intermediate-term correction ahead. The SP500 is due 
to pull back. This week the index could go down first and bounce later.   

 
 Oil is near its major support zone $50-$49.50. The price could bounce first and then drop 

again later.  
 

 GOLD  is expected to hold above $1565 for a move higher near the $1610-$1620  level.  
 
 
 
 

Weekly Outlook for 
Feb. 3 – Feb. 7 2019 
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SP500 index (ES mini, and SPY): 
 
INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: up with overbought.  
Trade strategy:   Short on early bounce, and scalping buy around the 50-wEMA line 
 
The index had a continuation low last week.  Even though intermediate-term uptrend remains 
unchanged, 90% of all stocks in a down day reflect a change in market direction and a correction 
period ahead. The weekly PMO turns down.  The broken neckline of the inverted H&S pattern 
could be retested and becomes the current downside target for the short term. 
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  up  
Trade strategy: short on early bounce 
 
SP500 index repeated its Friday sell-off pattern last Friday. About 90% stocks were on the 
declining side and that wiped out almost all the gains made in 2020. This year’s opening price 
was 3246.50 and that becomes a key level for this week. Staying below it will be bearish. This 
week we expect either a consolidation move or a further decline. There are important support 
levels around 3195.50, 3172, 3118 and 3095.  All those levels coincide with unfilled gaps, 
Fibonacci retracement levels or the short-term ABC correction pattern. If something is going to 
happen this week, watching those levels will give you a little warning.  

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Weekly Option  
 Strike price Expiration 

Date 
Strike price Expiration 

Date 

 3300.00    

Meanline  3250.00 2/3/2020 ****  

 3175.00    

**** see daily trading plan 
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2. Oil ($WTIC, CL)  
 
INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  Down 
Trade strategy:  Short on bounce 
 
The oil price has been pushed back down again. The main long-term range from $71.83 to $42.75 
remains intact. Whether oil will now stay its short-term range from $65.40 to $50 depends on 
how far the next bounce can carry. If oil only has a weak bounce below $56.50, then there is a 
great chance for a further decline to the $42.50 area.   
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION: down with oversold 
Trade strategy:   Short on Bounce under $57.50 and scalping buy near $50 area with proper 
stops. 
 
Oil price approached the low short-term range from $66 to $50. Even though the outlook is 
bearish due to the low demand from China, the oversold condition may soon help oil to hold up 
near the $49-$50 zone. So far oil remains inside its one-year range. The chance for dropping back 
near $42 has been increasing as the Chinese coronavirus continues to spread. A break below $49 
could lead oil towards $45-$42, the previous long-term low price area.  At the same time, any 
bounce will not last very long.   
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3. GOLD (GC, GLD) 

 
INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: up  
Trade strategy:  buy  
 
Gold uptrend was reaffirmed on Friday when the price inched through its prior top at $1594.70. 
The intermediate-term looks more bullish than before. The weekly PMO indicator is rising and 
has a buying signal. The Chinese coronavirus outbreak helped prevent a breakout and kept gold 
under the $1600 level. At the same time, the decline in US treasury yields helps to hold the price 
up. It is a balancing act. The 20-wEMA line becomes a major support for intermediate-term.  As 
long as gold holds above it, the intermediate-term trend remains up; the next intermediate-term 
target should be $1700.  
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  Up 
Trade strategy:  buy on pullback 
 
Gold closed a little off the high of the intraday range on Friday while all other major indexes all 
declined. The short-term trend is up, and Friday's high at $1595.50 will be today's key line. A 
break above it could lead gold towards $1613.50 or higher up to the $1620 area... We may see a 
little early retracement down near the $1567 area, but as long as the decline stops there, the price 
should return to the $1581.20-$1590 zone. Or higher.   
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WEEKLY ECONOMIC REPORTS 
 

 


